
 
 

We make the dream 

 of seriously ill children come true ! 



Rêves organization, it’s… 



Rêves organization,it’s… 

RÊVES means « Dreams »,  

RÊVES is a French non-profit and non-governmental 

organization 

 

Our goal : to bring a sparkle of magic and a glance of hope 

in the everyday life of seriously ill children,  
 

 RÊVES is today recognized as a charitable organization of 

general interest and social importance. 
 

 

  



Rêves organization,it’s… 

KEY FIGURES 

- Created in 1994 

- One Headquarter located in Trévoux near Lyon 

- 35 local chapters all over France 

- 700 volunteers 

- 60 Hospitals: Healthcare professionals speak with the child and 

send us the child’s wish. 

- 3000 realized dreams up to now all over France 

- 250 to 300 new dreams every year 

- 300 dreams waiting to be realized 

 



Why ? 

 

RÊVES collects funds to make children’s dream come true: children 

that suffer from illnesses said to have a “reserved diagnosis”. 

 

This medical specificity includes illnesses like cancer, aids or cystic 

fibrosis. 

 

 
 



Why ? 

In order to escape from the hard “everyday 

 

 life” imposed by their illness, the dream they have brings them moral  

 

support and helps them with their own project, gives them  

a goal for the future 

 

 

 

 
 

“Now I’m telling myself that 

nothing is unreachable… You just 

need to believe in it !” 

Jérémie, 11years old 



The dream they ask for 

 

  The dream is asked by the child himself 

 For example: to make their first flight in a hot-air balloon, to discover sky-

diving, or simply to go sea fishing, to spend time in Disneyland Paris !  

Each dream is organized as a single project  

 Our specificity : One child = one dream 
 

 

 



Sources of funding 
 

 

 

 

 

  The private individuals and companies :  donations, 

contributions, dreams sponsorings, exhibitions organized in our profit 

Examples: Eckers Granini, Damart, Air France, British Airways, Henkel, Clarins 

Fragrance Group,  

 

The events of our organization  : profits of events organized by us 
Examples:  Rêves day, Auction sale of airline tickets, about 150 events per year 

 

 



 

We thank you very much for your generosity 

 

 

 
 
 


